
 
 

 

2022-2023 

 

Parish CE Primary School 

Parent Forum: SEND  
Friday 2nd December 9.00am 
Introductions & welcome  

• Rachel Coleman (Headteacher), Nicola Burnett (AAC member), Catherine Sykes (Assistant head)  

• Parents: Katherine, John, Luci & Jo  
 
Intended outcomes  

• Training – what would be useful? What other agencies/resources do parents tap into?   

• SEND newsletter  
 
Training  

• Parents said they would find a What’s App group useful so that they can share experiences, worries and anxieties. This 
would act as a ‘friendly ear’.   

• Paul Cabb meetings – although these mostly focus on social skills for children with ASD, he gives advice for children along 
the spectrum & covers broad needs.  The group discussed how opening these sessions to all parents (not just those of 
children with additional needs) would make it more inclusive.  

• Parents mentioned several services/groups that they know of which have helped them/given advice. These included:  
o The IPSAS (volunteers who are able to support at SEN meetings & give advice on where to go next)  
o SEN Cubs group (Hayes)  
o All Aboard (SEN, mainly boys, interested in trains, based in Lewisham)  
o Tram Shed (Sundridge Park)  
o Bromley Sharks (swimming club, SEN sessions)  
o CASPA  
o Picture House Cinema (special screenings)  
o Bromley Parent Voice  

 
SEND Newsletter  

• Parents thought it would be useful to have a directory of resources available to support them and their children. This 
could include some of the events & clubs listed above.  

 
Other business  

• The group discussed clubs in school and if there were any barriers to children accessing these. After school club was 
accessed successfully by some children; Munchkins was ‘too much’ for some children; music lessons could be adapted 
to be shorter & strategies for the peripatetic teachers could be shared.  

• Some children found lunchtimes difficult in terms of social interaction. Offering clubs to appeal to the interests of SEN 
children (trains, Lego, marble runs); buddy schemes; quiet area were discussed.  

• How other children learn about SEN & neurodiversity – the school have chosen texts to be more inclusive and diverse.  

• Parents expressed that they do not always know if what their children have said has happened is true – are peers being 
kind? Are they being picked on?  

• In terms of inclusivity, other children & their parents understanding the needs & experiences of SEN children; 
friendships; highlighting people in the public eye with needs were discussed.  

• The group said that more notice & reminders of times and dates would be useful.  
  
Actions  

• NB to pass on numbers to Katherine  

 


